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Previous experiments and models show that the pressure to communicate can lead to the emergence of symbols in specific tasks. The experiment presented here suggests that the ability to
use deictic gestures can reduce the pressure for symbols to emerge in co-operative tasks. In the
gesture-only condition, pairs built a structure together in Minecraft, and could only communicate using a small range of gestures. In the gesture-plus condition, pairs could also use sound
to develop a symbol system if they wished. All pairs were taught a pointing convention. None
of the pairs we tested developed a symbol system, and performance was no different across
the two conditions. We therefore suggest that deictic gestures, and non-referential means of
organising activity sequences, are often sufficient for communication. This suggests that the
emergence of linguistic symbols in early hominids may have been late and patchy with symbols
only emerging in contexts where they could significantly improve task success or efficiency.
Given the communicative power of pointing however, these contexts may be fewer than usually
supposed. An approach for identifying these situations is outlined.

1. Introduction
Gesture, and pointing in particular, is often heralded as a crucial step in the
evolution of language (Arbib, Liebal, & Pika, 2008; Tomasello, Carpenter, &
Liszkowski, 2007; Tomasello, 2010; Liszkowski, 2010). Pointing by itself is versatile enough to communicate about activities, objects, people, events, places and
more, and can be made sophisticated when combined with theory of mind, advanced pragmatic inference, and abilities to engage in displaced reference. Used
with attention-getters, pointing is more powerful still. One might wonder then,
under what conditions symbols are necessary to complete complex collaborative
tasks, given a pre-existing deictic system.
Experiments and models using a director-matcher tasks suggest that referential symbol systems routinely emerge (Steels, Belpaeme, et al., 2005; Verhoef,

Roberts, & Dingemanse, 2015; Skyrms, 2010). In these tasks, a director requests
an object with a signal and a matcher must guess which object they want. They
are then given feedback indicating the correct answer. Stable symbols for objects usually emerge over time through interaction. However, the availability of
communicative tools in many of these experiments are managed is such that the
only way to communicate (and the only way to reliably complete the task) is with
referential symbols. It in this case, it is not surprising that they emerge.
In addition, setting up a novel symbol system within the context of a task
is costly, as it takes time and energy that could be spent completing the task.
In this case, if a symbol system does not offer a sufficient pay-off in terms of
increasing task efficiency that can off-set this cost, then players may be biased
against setting up such a symbol system. In director-matcher tasks, the costs and
pay-offs are fairly straightforward: symbols are the only way to reliably complete
the matching task (high pay-off), but they take time to stabilise so many early
trials are unsuccessful (high cost). In situations with more freedom, the costs and
pay-offs can be more complex, and not favour the emergence of symbols in such
a directed way.
Accordingly, in the current experiment we tested whether novel symbol systems emerged, and whether they aided task performance, in a co-operative building task set in an embodied, 3D environment where it was possible to point and
gesture. The task was complex enough such that having a symbol system would
allow participants to complete the task more efficiently, but symbols were not the
only means of communicating. Under these conditions, and in contrast to the experiments above, we found that no symbol systems developed. This suggests that
deictic tools, and features of specific tasks (complexity, degree of collaboration
required, etc) can affect the likelihood of the emergence of a symbol system. This
type of experiment may then also help address debates about the extent to which
linguistic abilities can be inferred from complex material artefacts and evidence
of cooperation (Davidson & Noble, 1992; Cuthbertson & McCrohon, 2012).
2. Experiment
The experiment tested whether partners would develop a symbol system while
performing a reasonably complex co-operative task in Minecraft (Mojang, 2015),
a computer game set in a three dimensional virtual world. The experiment had two
conditions which manipulated the ways in which partners could communicate. In
the gesture-only condition partners were taught a pointing convention (gaze at
something and jump repeatedly), and were told that they could only communicate
using their avatar in the game (so they could use pointing and other gestures).
In the gesture-plus condition partners were also taught the pointing convention,
but were additionally allowed to use a second communication channel: knocking
on the table (we do not assume that auditory communication is special; this was
just an easy way to implement an additional ostensive channel). This provided a

Figure 1. A screenshot from the experiment. The view is from the the eyes of a virtual avatar. In the
foreground are some of the placed blocks of the structure and one of the doorways. On the left is the
other player’s avatar, whose head orientation indicates they are looking at the red block in the centre
foreground.

discrete signal space which was suited to labelling the discrete objects in the task.
The main hypothesis was that participants in both conditions (gesture-only,
gesture-plus) would perform the task equally well, measured in terms of time
taken to complete task, and number of errors made. In addition, we predicted that
participants in the gesture-plus condition would not use their extra communication
channel to develop a referential symbol system (though they might use it in other
ways). These predictions stem from the ideas that 1) pointing and other deictic
gestures are sufficient for many communicative needs and 2) it is costly to set up
novel symbol systems, so they will only emerge if there is a direct pressure to do
so.
2.1. Method
Participants built a construction together in Minecraft. Each participant can move
around in and manipulate the world via a humanoid virtual avatar and can see their
partner’s avatar, including their gaze direction. The world is made up of a regular
matrix of crate-sized blocks of different kinds (rock, dirt, stone etc.) that can be
placed or removed (like life-sized lego, see figure 1).
First, in a training exercise, participants were taught how to move and look
around the 3D environment. Then they were taught how to place and remove
blocks, and given a plan of a small practice structure to build independently. The
next task was to learn a pointing convention, which consisted of gazing directly
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Figure 2. Left: The plan of the structure which player A and player B were given. The two doorways
at the top and the bottom were already placed in the world. Right: The rate for correctly placing
communicated blocks. Lines are coloured by condition.

at a block and then jumping. Participants practiced ‘pointing’ to a block for their
partner. Experimenters checked participants’ progress and answered questions.
The main task involved building a structure from a plan. Each player had only
half of the plan for the whole structure (figure 2). Each side of the plan included
the same number of blocks, but the plan was not symmetrical. The plan included
coloured doorways which were already placed in the world so that the participants
had obvious anchor points to use. One of each type of block was also placed to
one side of the doorways (figure 3), though participants’ attention was not directed
to these. Each side of the plan was composed of four different coloured blocks
(white, brown, grey and red - made of Minecraft ‘dyed wool’ which is easy to
destroy). One player was given only white and brown blocks, while the other was
given only grey and red blocks.
Participants were told that they could not place block types belonging to their
partner, but they could destroy any blocks. Participants were then told that they
would have to communicate with their partner to get them to place their coloured
blocks in the appropriate places. Participants were told to complete the task in 20
minutes (but were given as much time as they needed).
The key manipulation was in the ways that participants could communicate.
Participants in the gesture-only condition could only communicate via the actions
of their avatar in the game. In the gesture-plus condition, participants were additionally allowed to knock on the desk with their knuckles in order to communicate.
After the experiment, participants were given a questionnaire on their strategies
and previous experience with Minecraft. A symbol system was considered to have

Figure 3.

A completed structure viewed from the air, with some of the surrounding environment.

developed if participants reported that they could refer to at least one block type
using a non-deictic method (either auditory or gestural). Participants played on
two MacBook laptops which were connected by Wi-Fi. A CraftBukkit Minecraft
server with customised plugins was used to manage the world and record player
activity. Video and audio were also recorded for later coding.
2.2. Results
Results for 4 pairs in each condition were analysed. Participants’ performance was
rated according to the accuracy with which they matched the plan, the amount of
time they took and the rate of successfully communicated blocks (blocks correctly
placed by a player on their partner’s side of the plan, for which communication
was necessary).
All participants were essentially at ceiling in terms of accuracy. 5 trials had no
errors, while the rest had 1, 2 and 10 errors respectively (less than 5% of possible
errors in the bounding box of the plan), the latter two from the gesture-only condition. The majority of the last case can be attributed to duplicate insertions which
amplified the errors (i.e. the errors are lower in terms of edit distance), and this
may have more to do with map reading than difficulty communicating. All participants stated that they were satisfied that their final structure matched the plan.
Pairs took between 8.3 minutes and 21.9 minutes. While the sample size is not big
enough to pick up small differences, the two conditions did not differ significantly
in time taken. Figure 2 shows the rate for correct placement of communicated
blocks, demonstrating that the two conditions overlap. Participants varied in their

previous experience with Minecraft, but this did not predict success at the task.
Finally, there was minimal use of the extra communication channel (knocking). One pair did not used the channel at all. Two pairs used knocks as attentiongetters at crucial times in the game (though used only once by one pair, and twice
by another). One pair made more regular use of knocking, but knocks were not
used referentially: one partner used it as an attention getter and to mark progress
(e.g. roughly ‘that’s correct, now move on’), and the other partner similarly used
it to mark communicative success or lack of it (roughly ‘I understand’ and ‘I don’t
understand’). There was no overlap in the ‘meanings’ of knocks across this pair,
and they were only used when Player A was directing the placement of Player B’s
blocks. Interestingly, the pair who did not use the channel at all had the shortest
completion time. These participants reported that “I didn’t think we needed to
[use sound]” and “we found other ways to communicate what we wanted to say”.
As reported in questionnaires, at least two participants attempted to develop
a symbol system for colour in the gesture-only condition. One tried to code for
colour via number of jumps, and another tried to code for the colour of their
partner’s block via the colour of the block they were holding (white means red,
brown means grey), but their partners either did not notice, or did not understand,
and these symbols were not adopted.
In general however, it is hard to identify trends. There was massive variation in the way communicative conventions were established (or not). Sometimes
conventions were shared across a pair, such that the signs used by the first ‘director’ (communicating where they wanted differently coloured blocks placed) were
copied by the second ‘director’. Sometimes these signs were streamlined by the
second director (e.g. only one sign each for location and colour, or a smaller
meaning space), and sometimes they were added to (more ways to convey the
same meaning, and a bigger meaning space). Some partners had signs for ‘correct’ and ‘wrong’ but some did not.
One clear result is that the same gestures were often used to convey multiple
meanings within a pair (even to one sign meaning both ‘that’s right’ and ‘no,
stop!’). The meaning intended was usually obvious from context. Deictics aimed
at coloured blocks, used to convey both colour and location were usually easily
disambiguated via context, and via the universally adopted system of referring
to colour first, and location second. See the supplementary materials for video
examples of various phenomena above.
Also, the fastest pairs all adopted a common strategy of completing their own
side of the building as far as they could by themselves, then working with a partner, completing one colour at a time. This was efficient both in terms of time, and
in terms of communicative effort: if only one colour is being placed at a time, then
the director only needs to communicate about location.

3. Discussion
Our hypotheses regarding the use of pointing in reasonably complex co-operative
tasks were confirmed: no pair developed a symbol system, and providing an extra communication channel did not aid performance. Instead, pairs used both
the pointing convention they had been taught, and developed other deictic and
non-referential signs (13/16 participants, or 7/8 pairs, used other deictic gestures),
which were often fairly fluid in their meanings.
Digging deeper into questionnaires and debriefings to see why no symbol systems were developed in either condition, something like a paradox emerges. The
less skilled or practised a participant is at the task, the less easily they can move in
a precise way, the less efficiently they perform the task (so e.g. fail to use the onecolour-at-a-time strategy), and so the more they need symbols to minimise communicative effort. But given their lack of control over precise movements, setting
up a symbol system is hard and costly. As one participant noted: “not being able
to very accurately control [my avatar]... the risks of miscommunication are far too
great”. Even if it had been possible to set up a simple symbol system, being physically unable to reliably repeat it would have hampered its use, and probably led to
it being abandoned. Another participant explained that a symbol system “would
have taken much longer to develop”, highlighting the cost involved. Instead, a
range of fairly direct deictic gestures (hitting and jumping on blocks) were more
easily performed and interpreted, and their precise form (e.g. number of jumps)
does not matter.
Conversely, the more skilled or practised a participant is, the more easily they
can move precisely, the more efficiently they do the task (e.g. use the one-colourat-a-time strategy), and so the less they need symbols. They are more physically
capable of setting up a symbol system, but use game strategies that minimise the
need to communicate. In this case, deictics and non-referential signs, combined
with highly efficient task strategies, are entirely sufficient for their needs.
Combinations of deictic and non-referential gestures (e.g. affirmatives) may
then function as a local fitness peak in the context of some tasks. Those at the
top of the local fitness peak can use deictics and other non-referential gestures
to successfully and efficiently complete these tasks, and would not gain much by
paying the costs of setting up a symbol system (switching to the global fitness
peak). Those at the bottom of the fitness landscape would benefit most by developing a symbol system, but doing so would require developing their deictic skills,
which would trap them in the local peak of the first group. In neither case then is
a symbol system likely to emerge within some kinds of tasks, where deictic and
other non-referential gestures can form a kind of ‘deictic fitness trap’.
Intriguingly, there was also evidence of the emergence of ways to organise
action sequences. All but 3 participants used signals that helped to segment the
task structure (‘yes, now move on’ or ‘no, that’s wrong’), even when these were

not necessary. One pair also developed something like a repair sequence, entirely
mediated through pointing (see the supplementary materials). However, they are
clearly helpful when participants must self-organise to complete sequences of subtasks. Previous models and experiments rule out the need for sequence organisation by assigning roles to participants (e.g. in director-matcher tasks), but this
experiment suggests that signals to aid with sequence organisation emerge before
symbols.
This can be used to suggest that symbol systems may have been late and patchy
in emerging, and tied to features of specific tasks, though preceded by and existing
along with deictic and non-referential communication conventions, and backed
by well-developed theory of mind and abilities for pragmatic inference. More
experimental research is needed on exactly what sort of tasks, relevant to hominid
lifeways, would have absolutely required symbolic communication, and which
would not. Classic signal guessing games are a poor framework in this regard,
since if pointing was available, it would often make the development of symbols
redundant. Embodied, cooperative and (somewhat) ecologically valid tasks such
as the one in this experiment force researchers to specify which concrete tasks or
social goals demand the use of symbol systems.
An alternative approach comes from (Sterelny, 2014, 2015), who identifies
major new pressures on communication that would likely have acted on fissionfusion hominid groups present between 500 and 100kya (moving into sapiens and
Neanderthals). These hominids would have needed to track economic exchanges
covering a large range of resources over extended periods of time (e.g. how much
is a leg of deer from last week worth now in tubers), and track others’ reputation
so as to plan future exchanges.
In this case a combination of pressures may lead to the emergence of symbols:
1) the need to refer to the distant elsewhere and elsewhen including 2) a wide
range of resources that must be differentiated, among 3) individuals who do not
share a huge amount of common ground (because of the fission-fusion structure).
In contrast to tasks carried out in the here-and-now, in which deictics embedded
in routines would likely have sufficed for communication, symbols would make
communication far more efficient in these economic exchanges, and come with a
start up cost worth paying. Identifying such social and communicative constraints
on hominid lifeways is likely to be a productive way of framing specific hypotheses about symbol emergence, situated as they are within the activities and social
contexts in which hominids had to function.
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